Global Health Matters
This article on determinants of pre-hypertension and hypertension in rural southwest China is an interesting study
with more than 11,000 subjects. The finding that pre-hypertension is more prevalent than hypertension provides
evidence of the need for early intervention in the population and intervention strategies that are appropriate for
the diverse ethnic groups that exist within the population.
As the authors note, the prevalence of hypertension has risen in the last decade in China. This increase follows a worldwide trend regarding the growing burden of noncommunicable diseases as a serious public health
concern; moreover, half of all noncommunicable disease deaths worldwide are cardiovascular in nature. Le and
colleagues were able to recruit a very large population for this study and maintain a high level of participation—
more than 94%. This study does not show the strong relationship to individual income that is reported in many
studies; however, it does demonstrate the importance of ethnicity as it relates to pre-hypertension and hypertension. The authors suggest that genetic factors, various diet-related factors, and lifestyles may be more important
determinants for blood pressure levels than individual income.
What is significant in this study is that the size provides an opportunity to look at differences within what might
appear to be a fairly homogenous population. In fact, the population is quite diverse, and the diversity provides
evidence of the need for more tailored interventions for reducing pre-hypertension and hypertension.
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The global burden of noncommunicable diseases is
emerging as a major public health challenge in the
world.1 Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) account for
half of noncommunicable disease deaths worldwide.2
Hypertension is a well-known risk factor for the development of CVD, heart attack, and stroke.3 The World
Health Organization (WHO) estimates that one-half
of CVDs are caused by elevated blood pressure (BP).4
Hypertension prevalence has been increasing, and an
estimated 972 million people in the world suffer from
this problem.5
Pre-hypertension is a new category of BP classification recommended by the Seventh Report of the Joint
National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC 7)
in 2003,6 in which people with a systolic BP of 120–139
millimeters of mercury (mmHg) and/or a diastolic
BP of 80–89 mmHg are categorized as having pre420 

hypertension. The individuals with pre-hypertension
are known to be at increased risk of developing hypertension.7,8 In addition, pre-hypertension is associated
with increased risk of CVD, independent of other CVD
risk factors.9,10
In China, the prevalence of hypertension has risen
in the last decade. The International Collaborative
Study of Cardiovascular Diseases in Asia indicates
that the overall prevalence of hypertension in the
Chinese adult population aged 35–74 years in 2001
was 27.2%,11 or 2.4 times higher than it was in 1991
(11%).12 However, there are few data on the epidemiology of pre-hypertension in China. Only a few studies
estimate the prevalence of pre-hypertension in rural
China, which ranges from 38.4% to 47.0%, and prehypertension has been found to be more common
than hypertension.13–15
As in most traditional epidemiologic studies, investigations on the risk factors of pre-hypertension and
hypertension have focused mainly on individual-level
socioeconomic status (SES) variables such as income,
education, and unemployment. Abundant evidence
indicates that the individual SES is strongly associated
with hypertension and other CVD risk factors.16–18
Hypertension has shown an inverse relationship with
income, unemployment rate, and education level.19–22
Recently, researchers have become increasingly interested in examining the contextual SES effects on CVD
risk factors.23,24 Several studies suggested that neighborhood SES characteristics are inversely associated with
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BP reactivity, and that individual and neighborhood
SES may be independent predictors of BP.25–27
However, little is known about the association
between both individual and contextual SES and prehypertension. A Chinese study indicated that individual
education level was a protective factor for pre-hypertension.13 To date, however, there is still relatively little
relevant research in China on the topic, and the association of contextual SES and both pre-hypertension
and hypertension is still poorly understood. As such,
there is a need to examine the association between
SES and BP on multiple levels.
Yunnan Province in southwestern China is a relatively undeveloped province. It is a production and
consumption hub for tobacco products, with the
tobacco industry supporting a large portion of the
local economy. Yunnan Province also has the country’s
largest concentration of ethnic minorities, with 25 of
China’s 56 state-recognized ethnicities living in the
province. Ethnic minorities account for 38.1% of the
region’s total population of 41,440,000. The drinking
and smoking habits seen in these cultures further
increase the dangers of CVD in this ethnically diverse
province.28
With this background in mind, the aim of this study
was to estimate the prevalence rate of pre-hypertension
and hypertension, and to apply multilevel regression
analyses to simultaneously investigate the association
between both individual and contextual SES (e.g., percent primary education [grades one to six] or higher,
proportion of ethnic minorities, type of county, and
mean yearly income) and pre-hypertension and hypertension among the rural adult population of southwest
China from 2008 to 2009. The results may serve as a
basis for further CVD research in this community.
METHODS
Study design, subjects, and sampling techniques
This study was a community-based, cross-sectional survey conducted in rural areas of Yunnan Province. We
used multistage stratified random sampling methods
to select the study sample. In the first stage, all of Yunnan Provinces’ counties were divided into economically advantaged, middle economically advantaged,
and economically disadvantaged populations, based
on per capita gross domestic product. From each of
these three groups we randomly selected one county,
for a total of three counties.
In the second stage, to guarantee the representativeness of each sample, the groups selected for the study
covered all of the township districts in the three chosen
counties, for a total of 21 townships. In the third stage,
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each township was divided into three blocks based on
the size of the population and adjacent geographical
situation. In each of the 63 blocks, one village was
chosen from the list of villages based on the probability
proportional to size. In the final stage of sampling, we
obtained a list of individuals aged $35 years from the
village committee in each selected village, and we used
simple random sampling to select eligible individuals
from each village.
Data collection and measurement
Fifteen fifth-year medical students and three master’s
degree students from Kunming Medical University were
selected as interviewers for data collection. Before the
survey, they received training covering an introduction
to hypertension, the use of the screening questionnaire,
methods and skills of survey administration, and quality
control. A workshop was conducted to teach interviewers anthropometric measurements.
Each participant who gave informed consent was
personally interviewed by one of the interviewers using
a pretested and structured questionnaire. Interviewers
obtained information on demographic characteristics,
behavioral practices, diagnosis, treatment, awareness
and control of hypertension, and self-reported family
history of CVDs, as well as the results from anthropometric measurements and BP.
Three BP measurements were made according to
American Heart Association recommendations.29 After
at least five minutes of rest in a sitting position, systolic
and diastolic BPs were taken from the participant’s
right arm using standardized mercury sphygmomanometers. BP measures were based on the mean of
three BP readings.
Body height and weight were measured using
standard procedures to ensure the highest accuracy;
weight was measured using a beam balance. Measurements of height and weight were conducted with the
participants standing on the scale wearing indoor
clothes and no shoes, with height measured to the
nearest 0.2 centimeter, and weight to the nearest 0.2
kilogram (kg). Body mass index (BMI) was calculated
as weight in kg divided by height in meters squared
(kg/m2), which has been promulgated by WHO as the
most useful epidemiologic measure of obesity.30
Definitions
We defined pre-hypertension as people with a systolic
BP of 120–139 mmHg and/or a diastolic BP of 80–89
mmHg, which was recommended by JNC 7.6 We defined
hypertension as a mean systolic BP $140 mmHg, a
diastolic BP of $90 mmHg, and/or use of antihypertensive medications.
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A current smoker was defined as a person who had
smoked at least 100 cigarettes in his/her lifetime and
smoked tobacco products during the survey period.
A current drinker was defined as a person who drank
alcohol regularly on 12 or more days during the past
12 months.
Outcome and independent variables
The outcome variables included a binary measure
of pre-hypertension and hypertension. Independent
variables included both individual and township
characteristics. Individual characteristics included age,
gender, ethnicity, yearly household income, education,
smoking, drinking, family history of hypertension,
and BMI. The township characteristics or contextual
variables were percent primary (grades one to six)
education or higher, percentage of ethnic minorities,
type of county, and mean yearly income.
Statistical analysis
Mean yearly income of the township, percent of ethnic
minorities, and percent primary education or higher
were computed from each community for use as contextual variables. These contextual variables were then
divided into two categories (high and low), with the
median value as the cutoff.
We used descriptive analysis techniques and multilevel regression models in this study. We calculated
the sampling weights based on data from the year
2000 China Population Census and our sampling
scheme. However, we estimated the prevalence of
pre-hypertension and hypertension based on weighted
proportions. We calculated the age- and genderstandardized estimates of prevalence by a direct method
using the year 2000 China adult population aged $35
years as the standard population.
We used multilevel logistic regression to analyze the
association between contextual variables and dichotomous measures of pre-hypertension and hypertension.
Individual characteristics were set at the first level
and contextual characteristics at the second level.
The association between contextual variables and
pre-hypertension and hypertension were expressed
in terms of odds ratios (ORs), and we computed their
95% confidence intervals (CIs). All decisions regarding
statistical significance were based on two-tailed p-values.
We conducted data analyses using R software.31
We fitted two models. First, we included the individual variables in the model (model 1) to investigate
the extent to which township-level differences were
explained by the individual composition of the townships. Second, we included the township variables
(model 2) in addition to the variables already included

in model 1 to investigate whether this contextual
phenomenon was conditioned by specific township
characteristics.
RESULTS
From the 21 townships, 11,700 individuals were invited
to participate in the survey from the lists of eligible
individuals, all of whom were at least 35 years of age.
Of these, 11,061 (94.5%) individuals consented to
participate. BP and anthropometric measurements
were conducted on all of them.
As shown in Table 1, participants in the study
included 4,913 men and 6,148 women. The percentage
of ethnic minorities was 32.5%, and the adult illiteracy
rate was 39.3%. Female participants had a higher illiteracy rate than male participants (p,0.01). The mean
annual household income was 4,745 Yuan (equal to
$703 U.S. dollars), varying from 390 Yuan ($58) to
20,000 Yuan ($2,963). The overall prevalence of current smokers, current drinkers, and family history of
hypertension in the study population was 25.8%, 24.0%,
and 11.4%, respectively. Men had a remarkably higher
prevalence of being current smokers and current drinkers than women, whereas women had a higher mean
BMI and systolic BP than men (p,0.01).
Table 2 presents weighted age- and gender-standardized prevalence of pre-hypertension and hypertension
among study participants. Pre-hypertension and hypertension were more common in males than in females
(p,0.01). With increasing age, the prevalence of prehypertension decreased, whereas the prevalence of
hypertension increased for both men and women.
Table 3 summarizes the SES of townships. Overall,
variations in percent primary education or higher, percentage of the minority, and mean income were high
among the 21 townships. Table 4 shows the distribution
of weighted age- and gender-adjusted prevalence of
pre-hypertension and hypertension among the 21 townships. Men had a higher prevalence of pre-hypertension
and hypertension than women.
Table 5 shows the results of multilevel analyses. For
individual demographic variables, females had a lower
probability of being pre-hypertensive and hypertensive
than males. The probability of being pre-hypertensive
decreased with age but increased with BMI. In contrast,
the probability of being hypertensive increased with
age and BMI. Adults who were current smokers and
those who had a family history of hypertension were
more likely to be pre-hypertensive and hypertensive.
Furthermore, individuals with a higher education level
had a decreased probability of hypertension. Ethnic
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Table 1. Characteristics of subjects in a community-based, cross-sectional survey
of rural adults in Yunnan Province, China: 2008–2009
Characteristics

Males (n54,913)

Females (n56,148)

All (n511,061)

Age (in years) N (percent)
35–44
45–54
55–64
$65

795
1,484
1,402
1,232

Ethnicity N (percent)
Han
Minorities

3,373 (68.7)
1,540 (31.3)

4,090 (66.5)
2,058 (33.5)

7,463 (67.5)
3,598 (32.5)

Education N (percent)
Illiterate
$Primary (grades 1–6)

1,518 (30.9)
3,395 (69.1)

2,826 (46.0)
3,322 (54.0)

4,344 (39.3)
6,717 (60.7)

Approximate yearly household income (in Yuan)
Mean
Range

5,008
500–20,000

4,537
390–12,000

4,745
390–20,000

Current smokers N (percent)

2,793 (56.8)

66 (1.1)

2,859 (25.8)

Current drinkers N (percent)

2,372 (48.3)

281 (4.6)

2,653 (24.0)

481 (9.8)

783 (12.7)

1,264 (11.4)

Family history of hypertension N (percent)

(16.2)
(30.2)
(28.5)
(25.1)

1,031
2,006
1,664
1,447

(16.8)
(32.6)
(27.1)
(23.5)

1,826
3,490
3,066
2,679

(16.5)
(31.6)
(27.7)
(24.2)

Body mass index in kg/m mean (SD)

22.9 (6.5)

23.1 (9.2)

23.0 (8.7)

Systolic BP (mmHg) mean (SD)

123 (17.9)

121 (22.1)

122 (20.3)

Diastolic BP (mmHg) mean (SD)

80 (15.7)

78 (15.1)

79 (15.5)

2

Kg/m2 5 kilograms/meter squared
SD 5 standard deviation
BP 5 blood pressure
mmHg 5 millimeters of mercury

minority adults who were current drinkers were more
likely to be hypertensive.
Inclusion of township-level variables in model 2 did
not affect the associations (ORs) estimated in model 1.
Model 2 informed that townships with higher education levels had a decreased probability of hypertension.
Both individual and contextual education levels showed
no association with pre-hypertension. The intraclass
correlation coefficients (ICCs) from the multilevel

model were used to quantify the amount of variation
in prevalence of pre-hypertension and hypertension
resulting from differences among townships. The
ICCs were reduced when information on township
characteristics was introduced in the model. The ICCs
in model 2 indicated that substantial proportions of
the variation in prevalence of pre-hypertension (7.3%)
and prevalence of hypertension (8.1%) were occurring
at the contextual level.

Table 2. Weighted age- and gender-standardized prevalence of pre-hypertension and hypertension among
participants in a community-based, cross-sectional survey of rural adults in Yunnan Province, China: 2008–2009
Pre-hypertension
Age (in years)
35–44
45–54
55–64
$65
All

Hypertension

Males
(percent)

Females
(percent)

All
(percent)

Males
(percent)

Females
(percent)

All
(percent)

57.0
54.6
54.2
53.2
54.2

48.2
48.0
42.9
40.9
44.6

51.2
50.8
48.1
46.8
48.9

21.5
28.3
36.4
43.1
35.0

13.3
27.0
34.0
40.1
31.0

16.2
27.6
35.1
41.6
32.8
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Table 3. Distribution of socioeconomic status for 21 townships in a community-based,
cross-sectional survey of rural adults in Yunnan Province, China: 2008–2009
Variable
$Primary (grades 1–6) education (percent)
Ethnic minorities (percent)
Mean yearly income in Yuan (U.S. dollars)

Maximum

P75a

P50a

P25a

Minimum

91.2
90.7
7,625 ($1,130)

83.8
49.2
5,315 ($787)

66.8
21.3
4,500 ($667)

49.3
7.4
3,690 ($547)

24.0
1.3
2,090 ($310)

P25 is the first quartile, P50 is the median quartile, and P75 is the third quartile.

a

Discussion
The findings of this study indicate that the prevalence
of pre-hypertension and hypertension was higher in
males compared with females in all age categories, and
pre-hypertension was more common than hypertension in rural southwest China. Both contextual and
individual variables were associated with hypertension,
whereas only individual demographic characteristics
were shown to influence pre-hypertension.
This study demonstrates the high prevalence of prehypertension in rural adults of southwest China. In this
study, the overall prevalence of pre-hypertension was
greater than the prevalence of hypertension, and was
higher than the prevalence rate observed in northeast
China (47%);13 Taiwanese adults (31%);32 Asian people
including Japanese,33 Indian,35 and Korean35 adults; and
adults from other western countries.36,37
Pre-hypertension has been very prevalent in the Chinese rural adult population. Individuals with pre-hypertension have been known to progress to hypertension,
and pre-hypertension is associated with an increased
prevalence of CVD risk factors.14 The findings of this
study suggest that pre-hypertensive adults need more
positive strategies including lifestyle modifications,

more frequent BP monitoring, and treatment for the
early prevention of hypertension and CVD.
In the study population, the higher prevalences
of pre-hypertension and hypertension in males was
possibly due to the increased prevalence of metabolic
risk factors for hypertension and pre-hypertension.
This finding is in agreement with other studies in
China,13,14 as well as studies from other developed and
developing countries.33,34,36 In addition, the prevalence
of pre-hypertension decreased with increasing age in
both males and females, whereas the prevalence of
hypertension increased with age for both genders.
The opposite trend of these two categories of BP classification is likely a result of the progression of prehypertensive people to clinical hypertension.
In our study, BMI, current smoker, and family history of hypertension were positively associated with the
probability of being pre-hypertensive and hypertensive.
The finding that these factors are important contributors to both pre-hypertension and hypertension has
been demonstrated in many previous studies,32,34,37,38
which indicates that smoking, overweight, and obesity
increase the risk of elevated BP and overall mortality. In addition, being a current drinker was also an
important contributor to hypertension but not pre-

Table 4. Distribution of weighted age- and gender-adjusted prevalence of pre-hypertension
and hypertension among 21 townships in a community-based, cross-sectional survey of rural adults
in Yunnan Province, China: 2008–2009
Pre-hypertension

Hypertension

Variable

Males
(percent)

Females
(percent)

All
(percent)

Males
(percent)

Females
(percent)

All
(percent)

Maximum
P75a
P50a
P25a
Minimum

63.9
59.6
55.0
48.1
38.9

57.8
53.8
47.3
40.6
33.0

61.2
55.5
50.4
43.5
38.6

52.7
43.9
39.8
32.2
21.8

51.4
38.9
32.9
32.2
18.8

51.0
40.4
36.8
29.8
19.8

P25 is the first quartile, P50 is the median quartile, and P75 is the third quartile.

a
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The reference group is non-hypertensive.

p,0.001

8.1

0.83
0.91

0.74

1.12

0.83e

2.13d
1.87c

1.16c

1.45c

1.17d
0.57d
0.75d
1.14e
0.91

OR

1.36
0.65
0.80
1.30
1.07
1.75

0.81, 1.06
0.85, 1.09

0.71, 1.03

0.99, 1.18

0.79, 0.99

1.49, 3.08

1.39, 3.29

1.04, 1.31

1.03,
0.52,
0.71,
1.01,
0.84,
1.20,

95% CI

Hypertensiveb



CI 5 confidence interval

OR 5 odds ratio

e

p,0.05

d

c

p,0.01

b

a

The reference group is non-pre-hypertensive.

7.3

9.7

Model statistics
Intraclass correlation
   coefficient (percent)
8.2

0.82, 1.07
0.83, 1.08

0.85
0.89

1.34, 2.90
1.26, 2.41

0.68, 1.01

1.93c
1.68c

0.72

1.39, 3.29
1.51, 3.10

1.04, 1.35

0.99, 1.20

2.13d
1.89c

1.34, 2.90
1.27, 2.43

1.94c
1.69c

1.13

1.04, 1.31

0.99
0.68
1.02
1.05
1.05

1.06, 1.41

0.92,
0.56,
0.76,
0.97,
0.81,

95% CI

1.14

1.17e

1.03, 1.34

1.11

1.19e

0.95c
0.61d
0.81
1.02
0.87

1.19, 1.75

1.36
0.65
0.81
1.30
1.07

OR

0.73, 1.02

1.44e

1.05, 1.41

1.18e

1.03,
0.51,
0.72,
1.01,
0.85,

95% CI

Pre-hypertensivea

Model with contextual-level variables

0.78

1.16d
0.56d
0.77d
1.15e
0.92

0.99
0.68
1.02
1.05
1.05

OR

0.92,
0.56,
0.75,
0.97,
0.81,

95% CI

0.95c
0.62d
0.79
1.02
0.88

OR

Hypertensive
b

Contextual variables
$Percent primary (grades 1–6)
   education (reference: low education)
Percentage of ethnic minorities
   (reference: low percentage)
Mean yearly income (reference:
   low income)
Type of county (reference: economically
   disadvantaged)
   Middle economically advantaged
   Economically advantaged

Individual variables
Age
Gender (reference: male)
Education level (reference: illiterate)
Ethnicity (reference: Han)
Income (X 1,000 Yuan)
Current smoking (reference:
   nonsmoking)
Current drinking (reference:
   no drinking)
Family history of hypertension
   (reference: no history)
Body mass index

Predictors

Pre-hypertensive
a

Model with individual-level variables

Table 5. Multilevel logistic regression analysis of pre-hypertension and hypertension in a
community-based, cross-sectional survey of rural adults in Yunnan Province, China: 2008–2009
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hypertension in this study. This finding differs from
a previous Chinese study13 in which drinking was a
risk factor for pre-hypertension. The reason for this
dichotomy is not clear.
Ethnic minorities had an increased risk for hypertension in this study. Some previous Chinese studies15,40 also
indicated that mean BP and prevalence of hypertension were significantly different among various ethnic
groups. As ethnic populations living in the same area
have differing BP levels, it seems that genetic factors,
various diet-related factors, and lifestyles may be more
important determinants for BP level.12,41 The results
suggest that ethnicity is an important consideration in
the management of BP, but further research is required
to find out if this is true.
This study found that education level plays an important role in influencing hypertension. Both individuals’
and townships’ education levels were inversely associated with the probability of being hypertensive. This
finding is consistent with other studies.22,25,26 The WHO
MONICA project study42 showed that systolic BP was
positively associated with low educational achievement.
A Swedish study indicated that low educational achievement at the area level was independently associated
with increased diastolic BP.43 The inverse association
of township education level with hypertension suggests
that the educated rural communities rather than the
uneducated ones are still being targeted for future
intervention programs.
Neither individual nor township education level
influenced pre-hypertension in this study. Whereas
a Chinese study conducted in Liaoning Province13
indicated that individual education level was a protective factor against pre-hypertension, the reason for
the inconsistent effect of education on Chinese prehypertensive adults is unknown.
While several studies have demonstrated that individual income had a negative association with systolic
and diastolic BP, and deprivation in low-income communities increases the probability of being hypertensive,16,20,26 our study yielded no evidence supporting any
association between individual or contextual income
and pre-hypertension or hypertension in rural Chinese
adults. Income seemed to be the less important measure in relation to pre-hypertension and hypertension
compared with other socioeconomic indicators in our
study population.
Strengths and limitations
One strength of this study was the high response rate
(more than 94%) in the community survey and the
obtainment of measurements from health examinations to ensure the accuracy of data. One limitation

of the study was that none of the lipid profiles were
available due to financial restraints.
CONCLUSION
Pre-hypertension is more common than hypertension
in rural southwest China. The identified risk factors
provide important information for improving BP control among this population. The results of this study
suggest that the study region should emphasize further
control of pre-hypertension, and future contextual
interventions on hypertension in parallel with those
at the individual level are needed.
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